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Abstract—The accuracy of indoor wireless localization systems
can be substantially enhanced by map-awareness, i.e., by the
knowledge of the map of the environment in which localization
signals are acquired. In fact, this knowledge can be exploited
to cancel out, at least to some extent, the signal degradation
due to propagation through physical obstructions, i.e., to the
so called non-line-of-sight bias. This result can be achieved by
developing novel localization techniques that rely on proper map-
aware statistical modelling of the measurements they process. In
this manuscript a unified statistical model for the measurements
acquired in map-aware localization systems based on time-of-
arrival and received signal strength techniques is developed and
its experimental validation is illustrated. Finally, the accuracy of
the proposed map-aware model is assessed and compared with
that offered by its map-unaware counterparts. Our numerical
results show that, when the quality of acquired measurements
is poor, map-aware modelling can enhance localization accuracy
by up to 110% in certain scenarios.
Index Terms—Localization, Map-aware, TOA, RSS, NLOS.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years significant attention has been devoted to the
development of accurate and low cost wireless localization
systems for indoor civilian applications, since they can be
employed to provide a number of new services, like asset
tracking and tracking of people with special needs [1], [2]. In
these services estimated positions need always to be related
to a surrounding infrastructure (e.g., rooms and corridors) to
be useful to their end users, so that the knowledge of the
map of the environment where users are expected to move
(e.g., the plan of a building floor) is required. In principle,
map knowledge (i.e., map-awareness) can be also exploited
to improve the estimation accuracy of a localization system.
In fact, any wireless localization system first acquires a set of
point-to-point measurements related to user position (first step;
technology-dependent) and then processes such measurements
for bi-dimensional (2-D) or three-dimensional position estima-
tion by means of a proper localization technique (second step;
technology-agnostic) [3, Sec. 4]. Maps can play a significant
role in the second step, since they provide information about
environmental obstructions (e.g., walls) which interfere with
signal propagation; however, a full exploitation of these in-
formation requires a) the availability of map-aware statistical
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models for the acquired measurements and b) the development
of localization techniques explicitly based on these models.
At present the only available map-aware statistical models
are the wall extra delay (WED) model [4, eq. (6)] and the
attenuation factor (AF) model [5, Sec. 4.11.5] (also known as
wall-attenuation model or multi-wall model [6]); these models
have been developed for time of arrival (TOA) and received
signal strength (RSS) localization systems, respectively, and
are based on experimental evidence. This preliminary work
shows that map-awareness can significantly improve locali-
zation accuracy by compensating for the so called non-line-
of-sight (NLOS) bias, which is a major source of error.
However, as far as we know, the accuracy and validity of the
above mentioned models in real world localization systems
is under-explored and, generally speaking, there is a lack of
experimental results supporting them in the technical literature.
In fact, most of the state-of-the-art localization methods rely
on map-unaware models. For instance, the well known log-
distance propagation model [1], [5], [7]–[10] (or, in some
cases, models based on polynomial series expansions [11])
are adopted to relate RSS to distance. Similar comments hold
for those models relating TOA and time difference of arrival
(TDOA) to distance; in this case additive error terms are
usually represented by Gaussian random variables (rvs) [1,
eq. (6)], [12]–[14], although more refined models accounting
for NLOS propagation are also available (see [15], [16] and
references therein).
It is also worth mentioning that map-awareness is implicitly
employed in fingerprinting-based localization systems to select
fingerprint locations [17]–[19]. In those systems no statistical
modelling of acquired measurements is needed (even if com-
bined fingerprinting/statistical approaches are possible [20]);
however, extensive and time consuming measurement cam-
paigns (which may be very sensitive to environmental changes)
are necessary to achieve an acceptable accuracy, since the
localization error of fingerprinting methods is roughly bounded
by the spacing between calibration sites.
The aim of this manuscript is twofold. First of all, a novel
unified statistical map-aware model for TOA, TDOA or RSS
measurements is proposed and is validated exploiting a set
of RSS and ultra wide band (UWB) TOA data acquired in
indoor environments. Secondly, the improvement in locali-
zation accuracy provided by optimal localization algorithms
based on the novel map-aware modelling with respect to their
counterparts relying on map-unaware modelling is quantified;
this unveils that, specially in RSS systems, the accuracy
improvement justifies the increased complexity of map-aware
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Figure 1. Example of a localization system employing Na = 6 anchors
(green squares) to localise a single agent (blue circle) and operating over a
bounded map (whose support R is identified by the grey area). The presence
of a LOS (NLOS) link between the agent and a given anchor is evidenced by a
continuous (dashed) line (note that propagation conditions prevent establishing
a wireless link between the agent and the anchors 4 and 5).
modelling.
The proposed map-aware model has the following relevant
features: a) it relates the NLOS bias affecting measurements to
map geometrical features; b) it can be employed in localization
systems based on ranging techniques (i.e., TOA, TDOA and
RSS, but not angle of arrival [3], [21]) provided that their radio
signals mainly propagate through obstructions; c) it contains
few parameters to be estimated from measurements; d) even
if its validity is assessed for narrowband low-frequency RSS
measurements and for TOA UWB measurements, its use can
be envisaged for other technologies, like wireless local area
network TOA/TDOA or even non-radio-based technologies
(e.g, ultra-sound), since it does not rely on technology-specific
properties; e) likelihood functions based on it can be employed
in navigation systems (where mobile agents are considered).
This manuscript is organized as follows. In Section II, the
localization system we consider is described and general stat-
istical models for map-aware and map-unaware scenarios are
proposed. Specific models for RSS and TOA measurements,
based on our experimental data, are illustrated in Section III. In
Section IV map-aware and map-unaware optimal localization
algorithms are derived, their performance is assessed and
compared, and some indications about their computational
complexity are provided. Finally, Section V offers some con-
clusions.
Notations: The probability density function (pdf) of the
rv R evaluated at the point r is denoted f(r); N (r;µ, σ2)
denotes the pdf of a Gaussian rv having mean µ and variance
σ2, evaluated at the point r; E (r; t, µ) denotes the pdf of an
exponential rv translated by t and having mean t+µ, evaluated
at the point r, so that E (r; t, µ) , 1µ exp
(
t−r
µ
)
u(r − t),
where u(x) denotes the Heaviside step function; |S| denotes
the cardinality of the set S ;bxc denotes the floor of the real
parameter x; ? denotes the convolution integral.
II. MODELLING OF REFERENCE SCENARIO
In the following we focus on a 2-D localization system oper-
ating in an indoor scenario and employing Na devices, called
anchors and whose positions {pai }Nai=1 are known, to estimate
the position p of a single agent in a large indoor scenario
(i.e., the floor of a large building). The system structure is
exemplified by Fig. 1 for Na = 6. Formulating the problem of
map-aware localization requires defining mathematical models
for a) its map, b) the wireless connectivity between the agent
and the anchors, and c) the measurements acquired for position
estimation. These models are illustrated in the following three
paragraphs.
A. Map Model
Our prior knowledge about the agent position p , [x, y]T
is expressed by the uniform pdf [22]
f(p) =
{
1/AR p ∈ R
0 elsewhere
(1)
where R ⊂ R2 denotes the region where the agent is
constrained to lie and AR its area. Note that (1) describes a
uniform map model, which is fully characterized by the map
support R (whose bounding box is B (R)). In the following
we assume that any map-aware (map-unaware) localization
system is endowed with the knowledge of R (B (R)). Note
that the propagation of wireless signals (and, consequently,
localization performance) is affected by the obstructions (e.g.,
walls) shaping the map support R; in particular, an important
role is played by the number of obstructions No (p1,p2)
interposed between two arbitrary points p1 and p2, both
belonging to R.
B. Connectivity Model
We assume that an agent located at p is connected with
the i-th anchor when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the
wireless signal radiated by this anchor and received by the
agent exceeds a given threshold (i.e., the agent’s receiver
sensitivity); therefore, each anchor is characterized by a spe-
cific coverage region. Even if the map of the environment is
known, the prediction of the shape of each coverage region is
not easy. For this reason, the following simple (map-unaware)
connectivity model is adopted: the coverage region R(i) of
the i-th anchor is a circle centered at pai and whose radius
dmax,i depends on the power radiated by the anchor itself and
the propagation conditions1. Then, the signal coming from the
i-th anchor is theoretically detectable inside R(i) and in such
a region some localization information or, more precisely, an
observation (denoted zi) can be acquired in the first step of
any localization technique (see Section I).
In practice, in the presence of harsh propagation conditions
the number Nobs of observations available to the agent may
differ from the number which can be predicted theoretically
using the above mentioned connectivity model. Let Z denote
the set of indices associated with the anchors truly connected
with the agent; then, we have that Nobs , |Z| and that, if
i ∈ Z , then p ∈ R(i)⋂R. Consequently, in a map-aware
localization system the agent position has to be searched for
inside the region
R(Z) ,
(⋂
i∈Z
R(i)
)⋂
R (2)
1The availability of dmax,i represents a form of a priori knowledge; when
such a knowledge is unavailable, dmax,i = +∞ can be selected.
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whereas, in a map-unaware system, the agent position is
expected to belong to
P(Z) ,
(⋂
i∈Z
R(i)
)⋂
B (R) (3)
Finally, it is important to note that the wireless links re-
ferring to the anchors connected with an agent located at
p can be in line of sight (LOS) or NLOS conditions. For
this reason, the set Z can be partitioned into the subsets
ZLOS , {i ∈ Z|No (p,pai ) = 0} and ZNLOS , Z/ZLOS contain-
ing the indices of the connected anchors in LOS and NLOS
conditions, respectively.
C. Observation Model
The localization system we consider statistically infers the
agent position p from a set of Nobs observations (in prac-
tice, estimated ranges) {zi, i ∈ Z} extracted from the radio
signals coming from the connected anchors. For an indoor
environment, such signals are affected by multipath fading [5,
Sec. 5] which substantially complicates the problem of the
statistical modelling of the available observations. To simplify
this problem, we assume that: a) the time interval needed
to acquire all the observations is small with respect to the
coherence time of the propagation scenario, so that the effects
due to its time selectivity can be ignored; b) in TOA-based
systems the effects due to the time dispersion characterising
the propagation scenario are mitigated transmitting wideband
signals, so that multiple echoes of the signal radiated by a
given anchor can be resolved by the agent (in particular, the
first path can be correctly detected). Given such assumptions,
the observation model
zi = di(p) + bi(p) + ni(p) (4)
characterized by additive bias and noise terms and commonly
adopted in the localization literature (e.g., see [4, Eq. (3)],
[9] and [13, Eq. (3)] ) can be also employed in our scenario
for any i ∈ Z; here di(p) , ‖p− pai ‖ denotes the true
distance between the agent position p and the i-th anchor,
bi(p) represents the NLOS bias originating from obstructions
affecting the i-th wireless link and ni(p) ∼ N (0, σ2n,i(p))
is a noise term modelling various sources of errors (e.g., the
error introduced in extrapolating the observation zi from the
continuous-time waveform collected by the agent antenna, the
radio interference, and the noise generated by both transmitter
and receiver hardware). It is important to point out that:
1) The effects of spatial selectivity (that may generate
substantial fluctuations in the received power as the
agent position changes) are difficult to predict and hence
have been included in the noise term ni(p), even if the
availability of a simple and reliable model for spatial
fading would certainly improve model accuracy.
2) The i-th observation zi (4) is generated by mapping,
through a function denoted ψ(·) in the following, the
physical quantity measured by the hardware (e.g., a RSS
or a TOA) into a range. The function ψ(·) is derived
under the assumption of LOS propagation, since NLOS
propagation conditions are accounted for by introducing
the bias term bi(p) in (4). In map-aware modelling such
a term is modelled as bi(p) ∼ N (µb,i(p), σ2b,i(p)) for
i ∈ ZNLOS and bi(p) = 0 for i ∈ ZLOS; a different (and
not necessarily Gaussian) model is adopted, instead, in
map-unaware modelling, as discussed in detail below.
Providing further details about the observation model (4)
requires a) considering specific localization techniques (in
the following, quantities specifically referring to TOA and
RSS techniques are identified by the superscripts TOA and RSS,
respectively) and b) making a clear distinction between map-
aware and map-unaware modelling, as illustrated below.
TOA-based localization - In this case the observation zi is
related to the measured TOA τi (expressed in seconds) by the
LOS mapping zTOAi = ψ
TOA(τi) = c0τi, where c0 is the speed
of light in vacuum. In NLOS propagation conditions zTOAi is
affected by a bias (due to the fact that obstacles slow down
electromagnetic waves); in map-aware systems, the NLOS bias
mean µTOAb,i (p) can be modelled as [4, Sec. 3.3.1]
µTOAb,i (p) =
No(p,p
a
i )∑
j=1
tw,j
√
r,w,j − 1 (5)
for any i ∈ Z , where tw,j and r,w,j are the thickness
and the relative electrical permittivity, respectively, of the j-
th obstruction. If all the obstructions have the same thick-
ness tw and the same permittivity r,w, (5) simplifies as
µTOAb,i (p) = No (p,p
a
i ) · tw
√
r,w − 1 [4, Eq. (6)]. In map-
unaware localization systems, instead, we assume that: a) a
state-of-the-art localization strategy relying on a LOS/NLOS
detector is adopted2 ; b) such a detector is characterized by
an error (i.e., false detection and missed detection) probability
P NLOSe over each link; c) it provides the map-unaware locali-
zation algorithm with the estimates ZˆLOS and ZˆNLOS of the sets
ZLOS and ZNLOS, respectively. Given these estimates, the model
bTOAi (p) ∼ E(0, νTOAb ) is employed for any i ∈ ZˆNLOS, since the
NLOS bias is always positive for TOA measurements [13],
[14], [23].
TDOA-based localization - The results illustrated above
for TOA modelling can be easily exploited for TDOA-based
localization systems. In fact, in this case zi is evaluated
subtracting the TOA provided by a reference anchor from
that acquired by the i-th anchor and both measurements are
modelled by (4); further details are not provided here for space
limitations.
RSS-based localization - In this case the observation zi is
related to the measured RSS Prx,i (i.e., the average power of
the radio signal received by the agent from the i-th anchor)
according to the formula zRSSi = ψ
RSS(Prx,i); specific forms for
ψRSS(·) are discussed later in Sec. III-A. NLOS propagation
needs to be accounted for carefully in RSS-based systems,
since the attenuation due to obstructions results in an overes-
timated range zRSSi . However, unlike the TOA and TDOA cases,
no simple and accurate theoretical formula is available to
model the NLOS bias mean in map-aware localization, so that
2LOS/NLOS detectors consist in algorithms estimating the LOS or NLOS
condition based on the received signal only; they often work analysing the
evolution in time of the received signal; see [15] and references therein for
more details.
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models extracted from experimental data must be employed.
In our work measurement-based models have been developed
for both µRSSb,i(p) and σ
RSS
b,i(p) (see Section III); such models are
similar to the experimental AF model (developed in [5, Sec.
4.11.5] and assuming a logarithmic dependence of the RSS on
the number of obstructions). In the map-unaware case, instead,
we assume again the availability of a LOS/NLOS detector
characterized by the error probability P NLOSe and adopt the bias
model bRSSi (p) ∼ N (κRSSb , γRSSb ).
The statistical models illustrated above allow us to develop
a novel unified (i.e., valid for TOA, TDOA and RSS) statistical
representation for the set of observations {zi, i ∈ Z}. In fact,
given the trial agent position p˜ ∈ R(Z), the map-aware
likelihood associated with these observations can be expressed
as (see (4))
f(z|p˜) =
∏
i∈Z
N (zi; di(p˜) + µb,i(p˜), σ2n,i(p˜) + σ2b,i(p˜))
(6)
where z , [zi,∀i ∈ Z]T . Similarly, the map-unaware coun-
terpart of (6), given the trial agent position p˜ ∈ P(Z), can be
put in the form
f(z; p˜) =
∏
i∈ZˆLOS
N (zi; di(p˜), σ2n,i(p˜))∏
i∈ZˆNLOS
N (zi; di(p˜) + κb, σ2n,i(p˜) + γ2b ) (7)
or
f(z; p˜) =
∏
i∈ZˆLOS
N (zi; di(p˜), σ2n,i(p˜))∏
i∈ZˆNLOS
[E (zi; 0, νb) ?N (zi; di(p˜), σ2n,i(p˜))] (8)
if a Gaussian or an exponential model is adopted for the
NLOS bias, respectively. In the latter case, the convolution
integral appearing in the right-hand side of (8) substantially
complicates the likelihood (8); for this reason in the technical
literature (e.g., see [23]) it is usually assumed that the NLOS
bias dominates over the Gaussian noise, so that (8) can be
approximated as
f(z; p˜) '
∏
i∈ZˆLOS
N (zi; di(p˜), σ2n,i(p˜)) ∏
i∈ZˆNLOS
E (zi; di(p˜), νb) .
(9)
Finally, it is important to stress that (6) and (7)-(9) represent
general statistical models applying to TOA, TDOA and RSS
measurements (under the assumptions described above); in the
next Section they will be specialized to fit our experimental
results.
III. EXTRACTION OF MODEL PARAMETERS FROM
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this Section we provide a) various details about the
measurement campaigns supporting our proposed models, b)
some explicit expressions for the functions ψRSS(·), µRSSb,i(p),
σ2b,i(p) and σ
2
n,i(p), and c) the exact form of the likelihood
functions fitting our experimental data.
A. RSS Measurement Campaign
RSS data have been acquired in a measurement campaign
performed by our research group in the first half of 2012.
Two different types of radio devices operating in two distinct
frequency bands (namely, 169 MHz and 2.4 GHz) have been
employed. In this paragraph a detailed analysis of the results
extracted from the data acquired at 169 MHz only is provided;
we comment on the differences between theses results and
those referring to 2.4 GHz in the following paragraph.
In our measurement campaign two EMB-WMB169T nar-
rowband radio modules based on Texas Instruments trans-
ceivers have been employed [24]. These modules have the
following relevant features: a) they transmit at 4800 bps em-
ploying a 2-GFSK modulation (whose bandwidth is about
3 kHz); b) they radiate +15 dBm at the carrier frequency
fc = 169 MHz; c) their antenna is a dipole omnidirectional
in the azimuthal plane and 0.1 m long (it is shorter than the
wavelength λ169MHz = 1.77 m for practical reasons) and its
gain is equal to −1 dBi.
Various measurements have been acquired in both LOS
and NLOS conditions. The procedure we adopted was similar
to that described in [25]. On the 2nd floor of our depart-
mental building (see Fig. 2; the involved area was about
600 m2) N RSSpos = 16 different “measurement sites” have been
selected; let pRSSm denote the position of the m-th site, with
m = 1, ..., N RSSpos. Then, the above mentioned radio modules
were employed to acquire RSS measurements referring to all(
16
2
)
= 120 location pairs. In four of these pairs no wireless
connection was established, yielding 116 measured links (the
number3 of measurement sites “visible” from the m-th site will
be denoted as N RSSobs(m)) For each link (i.e., couple of sites),
Nz = 50 separate RSS measurements were acquired (our
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3). Such measurements
have been stored in a database4 and processed to estimate the
functions µRSSb,i(p), σ
2
b,i(p) and σ
2
n,i(p), as illustrated in detail
in Appendix A. Note that the generation of such a database
required a density of measurements (1 measurement site every
∼ 40 m2) much lower than that required by fingerprinting
methods (e.g., in [27] 1 measurement site every ∼ 0.9 m2
was necessary).
Additional RSS measurements have been acquired in LOS
conditions to estimate the function ψRSS (Prx,i) (see paragraph
II-C). In particular, about 2200 RSS measurements have been
acquired in a long corridor of the same environment for 44
distinct values of zRSS. Fig. 4 shows such experimental results
and their least-squares (LS) regression fits referring to a) the
log-distance path loss model (see [1], [5], [7]–[10])
Prx (z
RSS) = P0 − 10η log10
zRSS
d0
(10)
where P0 denotes the RSS measured at a reference distance
d0 from the transmitter and η is the path-loss exponent, and
3The value of NRSSobs(m) depends on the coverage region of each anchor,
which, in turn, is affected by both a) the power radiated by the anchor itself
and b) the propagation environment (see our connectivity model of paragraph
II-B).
4All these acquired data and the MATLAB code developed to process them
are publicly available at http://frm.users.sf.net/publications.html,
in accordance with the philosophy of reproducible research standard [26].
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Figure 2. Map support R of the floor where RSS measurements have been
acquired. The NRSSpos measurement sites are indicated by green squares.
Figure 3. Adopted experimental setup for a LOS link; the employed radio
devices are located on the top of two paper boxes.
b) the linear model
Prx (z
RSS) = P0 − ρ zRSS (11)
In evaluating the regression curves, the values of the paramet-
ers P0, η and d0 (P0 and ρ) have been optimized in the first
(second) case. The results illustrated in Fig. 4 evidence that, as
already mentioned in some previous work (e.g., see [11] and
[28]), in indoor LOS conditions a simple linear law may offer
a better match with experimental data than the standard model
(10); this can be partly related to wave guiding effects char-
acterizing indoor propagation along corridors (e.g., see [28]–
[31]). Actually, the model (10) might offer a better match with
experimental data if additional RSS measurements referring to
distances greater than 50 m were available; note, however, that
in the considered indoor environment 50 m is the maximum
LOS link distance. For these reasons, in the following, the
model (see (11)) ψRSS
(
Prx,(m,i)
)
=
(
P0 − Prx,(m,i)
)
/ρ is ad-
opted for the acquired RSS measurements; the values selected
for its parameters are listed in Table I.
B. Comparison with Other RSS Experimental Data
In comparing our measurements at 2.4 GHz (not shown
here for space limitations) with those referring to 169 MHz
the following relevant differences were found: a) a stronger
attenuation due to obstructions (and, in particular, an attenu-
ation increasing faster with No) is experienced at 2.4 GHz;
b) the log-distance path loss model (10) is more accurate
0 10 20 30 40 50
−80
−70
−60
−50
−40
−30
−20
Distance d [m]
R
SS
P
r
x
[d
B
m
]
Measured data
Logarithmic model (10)
Linear model (11)
Figure 4. RSS versus distance in LOS conditions: experimental data and
two different regression fits are shown. The error bars indicate the standard
deviation of the measurements associated with each data point.
than the linear one (11) at 2.4 GHz; c) a lower sensitivity
to the presence of people moving around the measurement
sites is found at 169 MHz, since the corresponding wavelength
λ169MHz ' 1.77 m is comparable or larger than the typical
size of a person; d) spatial variations in the RSS are slower
at 169 MHz than those experienced at 2.4 GHz (this results
in an increased RSS stability for small displacements of the
antennas of the employed radio devices). These results suggest
that localization systems operating at low frequencies require
a smaller number of anchors (see point a) and exhibit an
higher stability, in a practical scenario (see point d) than the
widely used counterparts exploiting 2.4 GHz radios; for this
reason, in this manuscript we focus on measurements acquired
at 169 MHz. Finally, it is also worth mentioning that very few
studies about indoor low-frequency localization are available
in the technical literature [32], [33].
C. TOA Measurements Database
A campaign for acquiring TOA measurements has not
been necessary, since various experimental data are already
publicly available in the Newcom++ EU database [25], whose
measurements refer to N TOApos = 20 different sites of the building
floor shown in Fig. 5 and have been acquired using a couple
of Timedomain PulseON 220 UWB radios (resulting in 35
NLOS links and 33 LOS links). The Newcom++ database
[25] has already been analysed in [34]–[36]; in particular, in
[34] it has been shown that its range measurements cannot be
described by a Gaussian model if the bias is not accounted
for. In Appendix A it is shown instead that, if the bias model
described in Sec. II-C is adopted, a good fit can be provided
by the Gaussian map-aware model (6).
D. Map-Aware and Map-Unaware Models
The procedure we adopted in processing the available RSS
and TOA measurements for map-aware fitting consists of the
following steps (see Fig. 6):
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Figure 5. Map support R of the floor where TOA measurements have been
acquired. The NTOApos measurement sites are indicated by green squares.
1) Randomly partitioning the acquired measurements into
a training set, containing ~25% of the available experi-
mental measurements, and a validation set, collecting
the remaining part of the measurements; the last set
has been processed (see paragraph IV-C) to validate the
proposed models against statistically independent data
[37];
2) Processing map information and the measurements con-
tained in the training set in order to extract a) maximum
likelihood (ML) estimates of the bias mean and variance
versus the number of obstructions and b) ML estimates
of the noise standard deviation versus the link distance.
3) Developing smooth parametric functions{
µ2b,i(p), σ
2
b,i(p)
}
for the bias and a smooth parametric
function
{
σ2n,i(p)
}
for the noise variance by evaluating
standard LS regression fits (based on the ML estimates
evaluated in the first step).
In Appendix A a detailed description of these steps is
provided; in this paragraph we limit to summarising the main
results. The map-aware likelihood model we propose for TOA
measurements is
f(z|p˜) =
∏
i∈Z
N
(
zi; di(p˜) + twNo (p˜,p
a
i )
√
r,w − 1,(
σTOAb,0
)2
(No (p˜,p
a
i ))
2βTOAb +(
σTOAn,0
)2
(di(p˜)/d0)
2βTOAn
)
(12)
whereas the map-aware likelihood model for RSS measure-
ments is
f(z|p˜) =
∏
i∈Z
N
(
zi; di(p˜) +
(
µRSSb,0 + µ
RSS
b,mNo (p,p
a
i )
)
uNo ,
max
{(
σRSSb,0 − σRSSb,mNo (p˜,pai )
)2
, 0
}
+(
σRSSn,0
)2
(di(p˜)/d0)
2βRSSn
)
(13)
where uNo , u (No (p,pai )) . It is important to point out that:
a) map-awareness is embedded in these likelihoods through
ML Estimation
{z(m,i)} (measurements)
Regression
{µˆb(t),σˆb(t)}No,maxt=1 (bias)
{µb,i(p),σ2b,i(p)} (bias)
{σˆn(t)}
Nd,max
t=1 (noise)
f(p) (map) {σ2n,i(p)} (noise)
Step 1: Step 2:
Figure 6. Flowchart of the procedure adopted in generating LS regression
fits in a map-aware scenario (details in Appendix A).
the No (p,pai ) function; b) the mathematical structure of the
bias and noise models contained in the last two expressions
is based on experimental evidence, as illustrated in Appendix
A; c) although simple models can be developed for fitting the
mean of the NLOS bias (see Fig. 11), the same does not hold
for both bias variance and noise variance; d) anomalies in bias
variance and noise variance fitting can be related to various
propagation mechanisms (e.g., reflections and diffractions) not
accounted for by the proposed models.
As far as map-unaware modelling is concerned, in Appendix
B a detailed description of the procedure for extracting data
fits in this case is illustrated. Based on the results provided
by this procedure, the map-unaware likelihood model for the
TOA measurements
f(z; p˜) =
∏
i∈ZˆLOS
N
(
zi; di(p˜),
(
σTOAn,0
)2
(di(p˜)/d0)
2βTOAn
)
∏
i∈ZˆNLOS
E (zi; di(p˜), νTOAb ) (14)
and the map-unaware likelihood model for RSS measurements
f(z; p˜) =
∏
i∈ZˆLOS
N
(
zi; di(p˜),
(
σRSSn,0
)2
(di(p˜)/d0)
2βRSSn
)
∏
i∈ZˆNLOS
N
(
zi; di(p˜) + κ
RSS
b ,
(
σRSSn,0
)2
(di(p˜)/d0)
2βn + (γRSSb )
2
)
(15)
have been proposed. Estimates of all the parameters appearing
in the likelihood models (12)-(15) are listed in Table I. Note
that: a) the evaluation of the map-aware likelihoods (12)-(13)
is more computationally demanding than that of their map-
unaware counterparts (14)-(15)); b) the significant differences
between map-aware and map-unaware models can be evid-
enced comparing a plot of (13) with that of (15) referring to
the same scenario (see Fig. 7 and 8, respectively). These results
show that the presence of obstructions (and, in particular, of
walls) introduces jump discontinuities in the map-aware like-
lihood function; on the contrary, such discontinuities are not
visible in the representation of its map-unaware counterpart.
Finally, we would like to point out that, in our opinion, a
universal statistical model for RSS and TOA data is unlikely to
exist and that some adjustments may be required in the models
(12)-(15) if different radio devices are employed. However,
we also believe that our modelling approach (starting from
(6)-(9) and then involving the procedures illustrated in the
Appendices) is quite general and is useful for any reader
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Technology ψ(·) mapping parameters Map-aware model parameters Map-unaware model parameters
µb,i(p) σb,i(p) σn,i(p) Bias σn,i(p)
TOA UWB none (c0 is light speed)
r,w = 5.12 σ
TOA
b,0 = 0.31m σ
TOA
n,0 = 0.19m
νTOAb = 1.58m
σTOAn,0 = 0.12m
(tw = 0.35m) βTOAb = 1.14 β
TOA
n = 0.18 β
TOA
n = 0.1
RSS 169MHz
ρ = −0.79 dBmm µRSSb,0 = 12.6m σRSSb,0 = 7.07m σRSSn,0 = 2.47m κRSSb = 21m σRSSn,0 = 4.47m
P0 = −35.4 dBm µRSSb,m = 2.53m σRSSb,m = 3.0m βRSSn = 0.21 γRSSb = 2.81m βRSSn = 0.19
Table I
NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS APPEARING IN THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTIONS (12), (13), (14), (15).
Figure 7. Representation of the map-aware log-likelihood ln f(z|p˜ =
[x˜; y˜]T ) (13) evaluated for the specific map shown in Fig. 2 (the parameter
values listed in Table I for RSS radios have been employed) and for the
specific observation vector z corresponding to the measurement site #6
(identified by a white plus sign), which represents the real agent position.
The 5 measurement sites selected as anchors are identified by black triangles
and the peak of the log-likelihood is evidenced by a green cross (and is 1.4 m
away from p).
Figure 8. Representation of the map-unaware log-likelihood ln f(z; p˜ =
[x˜; y˜]T ) (15) referring to the same scenario as Fig. 7, with ZˆNLOS ≡ ZNLOS.
The 5 measurement sites selected as anchors are identified by black triangles
and the peak of the log-likelihood is evidenced by a green cross (and is 2.5 m
away from p).
interested in modelling experimental data acquired in real
world localization systems.
IV. MAP-AWARE AND MAP-UNAWARE LOCALIZATION:
ALGORITHMS AND PERFORMANCE
In this Section map-aware and map-unaware estimators are
formulated and compared in terms of accuracy. Moreover, a
brief analysis of their computational complexity is provided.
A. Map-Aware Estimation
The map-aware models (12) and (13) derived in paragraph
III-D can be exploited to derive two types of optimal lo-
calization algorithms: the maximum a posteriori Bayesian
estimator (MAPBE) and the minimum mean square error
estimator (MMSEE). However, our computer simulations have
evidenced that these algorithms perform similarly; for this
reason in the following we focus on the MAPBE only, since
its mathematical structure is simpler than that of the MMSEE.
The MAPBE pˆMAPBE(z) of the agent position p can be evaluated
as pˆMAPBE(z) , arg maxp˜ ln f(p˜|z) [38]. Exploiting (1) and the
Bayes’ rule, this estimate can be expressed as
pˆMAPBE(z) = arg max
p˜∈R(Z)
ln f(z|p˜) (16)
where p˜ is the trial agent position, R(Z) is the search space
(2) and the pdf f(z|p˜) is given by and (12) and (13) for TOA-
based and RSS-based systems, respectively. The evaluation of
pˆMAPBE requires solving a constrained LS problem since, thanks
to our unified modelling, the likelihood f(z|p˜) appearing in
(16) is always expressed as the product of Gaussian pdfs.
However, finding the global solution to this optimization
problem is not easy since its cost function is non-convex. In
principle, to avoid local minima the projection onto convex sets
(POCS) and the multidimensional scaling (MDS) techniques
could be exploited; however, refined observation models like
(12) and (13) hinder their use. It is also important to note
that the cost function appearing in (16) is non-differentiable
because of the discontinuous behaviour of the functions (5),
(25), (26) and (27). This prevents the exact use of optimiz-
ation methods based on the gradient/Hessian matrix of cost
functions (e.g., steepest descent variants). For these reasons,
in our computer simulations the MATLAB routine fmincon,
employing sequential quadratic programming and a numerical
approximation of the Hessian matrix, has been employed to
solve the problem (16).
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Figure 9. RMSE performance of the map-aware estimator (16) and the
map-unaware estimator (17), for two different values of P NLOSe . RSS-based
localization is considered.
B. Map-Unaware Estimation
The optimal map-unaware estimator is the maximum like-
lihood estimator (MLE) [38]. The MLE pˆMLE(z) of p can be
expressed as [38]
pˆMLE(z) = arg max
p˜∈P(Z)
ln f(z; p˜) (17)
where p˜ is the trial agent position, P(Z) is the search space
(3) and the pdf f(z; p˜) is given by (14) and (15) for TOA-
based and RSS-based systems, respectively. Note that the
cost function characterising the MLE (17) is discontinuous
and non-linear because of the assumption of a LOS/NLOS
detection in identifying ZˆLOS and ZˆNLOS. In addition, in the
TOA case, the use of exponential pdfs for modelling NLOS
links (see (12)) entails that f(z; p˜) = 0 for a large portion of
the domain P(Z) and this complicates the search for global
minima. A simple approximation that may be employed to
mitigate this problem is to replace the function E (r; t, µ)
appearing in the right-hand side of (14) with the pdf mixture
M(r; t, µ) , 0.8·E (r; t, µ)+0.2·N
(
r; t, µ
2
100
)
u(t−r), which
exhibits a decreasing exponential behaviour for r ≥ t and a
small Gaussian tail for r < t. Moreover, in order to further
mitigate the problem of local minima, in our work the search
domain P(Z) has been partitioned into Nsub sub-rectangles
(whose sides have a length not exceeding 10 m); then, the
MATLAB fmincon routine has been run Nsub times over
each of the sub-rectangles and the final MLE has been selected
on the basis of a minimum-cost criterion.
C. Accuracy of Map-Aware and Map-Unaware Localization
The accuracy provided by the estimators (16) and (17) has
been assessed by means of a simulation tool implementing the
following procedure:
1) A measurement site, identified by the index ma, is
randomly selected in the set {1, 2, ..., Npos} referring
to the measurement sites shown in Fig. 2 (RSS case) or
in Fig. 5 (TOA case). The position of this site represents
the true position p of the agent, so that p = pma .
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
Measurement site index
R
M
SE
[m
]
TOAMAPBE 
TOA
MLE
Figure 10. RMSE performance of the map-aware estimator (16) and the
map-unaware estimator (17), for P NLOSe = 0.1. TOA-based localization is
considered.
2) For the selected agent position, in the validation set in-
troduced in Sec. III-D, NVobs (ma) sets of measurements
associated with NVobs (ma) distinct sites are available.
Each of these sites can be employed as a “virtual”
anchor, and in each selected set (containing N RSSz or N
TOA
z
measurements) one measurement is randomly selected
and placed in the observation vector z. To make our
simulation results realistic, if NVobs (ma) > 5, only the
observations associated with 5 random sites are chosen.
3) The estimates pˆMAPBE(z) (16) and pˆMLE(z) (17) and
the associated localization errors ‖p− pˆMAPBE(z)‖ and
‖p− pˆMLE(z)‖ are evaluated. At the end of the simula-
tion such errors are processed to assess the root median
square error (RMSE) performance.
4) Steps 1-3 are repeated until at least Nruns = 2 · 104
iterations have been carried out.
Some RMSE performance results MAPBE and MLE (referring to
the MAPBE (16) and the MLE (17), respectively) are shown
in Fig. 9 and 10 for RSS and TOA localization, respectively.
These results evidence that:
1) In the RSS case the MAPBE always outperforms its
map-unaware MLE counterpart (on the average RSSMLE =
1.7RSSMAPBE for P
NLOS
e = 0.1 and 
RSS
MLE = 2.1
RSS
MAPBE for
P NLOSe = 0.3; in other words, map-aware modelling en-
hance localization accuracy by 70% for P NLOSe = 0.1 and
by 110% for P NLOSe = 0.3). This is due to the fact that the
former technique mitigates NLOS bias (which represents
a major source of error) more accurately than the latter
one. In fact, maps provide a significant help whenever
the bias mean predicted by (25) is significantly different
from κRSSb (which accounts for NLOS propagation in
the MLE), i.e. whenever there are several obstructions
between the agent and the anchors (see Fig. 11).
2) In the TOA case map-aware and map-unaware estimat-
ors perform similarly and offer good accuracy; this is
due to the fact that the TOA measurements stored in
the database [25] are not affected by large NLOS biases
(since all such measurements refer to close sites, often
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experiencing LOS conditions), so that map awareness
does not play a significant role in this case. Note also
that localization errors for both MAPBE and MLE are
smaller than 1 m for all measurement sites except #3,
#8 and #12. This result can be explained referring to
the specific case of site #3, for which it has been found
that the large error is due to a combination of a) an
anchor placement characterized by an high geometric
dilution of precision [39] and b) undetected direct paths
in the ranging phase (see [12]) resulting in highly biased
measurements. It is also interesting to point out that the
MLE is slightly more accurate than the MAPBE in the
measurement sites #3, #17, #19 and #20; such results can
be related to propagation effects not accounted for by
our models (e.g., reflections and corridor waveguiding);
however, in these cases, the difference between MLE
and MAPBE RMSE is very small (few centimetres).
3) The performance gap between the RSS-based MAPBE
and the MLE is large (RSSMLE − RSSMAPBE = 4.9 m on the
average), while TOA-based algorithms perform similarly
(TOAMLE ' TOAMAPBE on the average). This shows that maps
play a significant role in improving localization accuracy
when the quality of available measurements is poor, i.e.,
when measurements are affected by significant NLOS
bias and noise (this occurs in RSS-based systems); on
the contrary, if the quality is good (like in TOA UWB
systems), accuracy is not significantly enhanced by map
awareness (some theoretical results about this can be
found in [22], [40]).
4) Map-aware fitting provides good results even if a small
number of links are used in the training set (i.e., in
the fitting phase); in fact, in the RSS case, only 32
links (~25% of the 116 available links) composed the
training set and the performance shown in Fig. 9 have
been obtained using the validation set.
Our numerical results also confirm some well-known results
and, in particular, that:
1) RSS-based localization algorithms are substantially out-
performed by their UWB TOA-based counterparts (on
the average, RSSMAPBE = 4.4 m against 
TOA
MAPBE = 0.4 m),
thanks to the superior ranging capabilities provided by
UWB waveforms.
2) Significant variations in the RMSE of both TOA-based
and RSS-based estimators are found when different
sites are considered (similar results can be found in
[36, Fig. 2], although in the scenario we consider both
MAPBE and MLE perform better than the LS and MDS
algorithms analysed in that reference). This is due, in the
TOA case, to errors in TOA estimation originating from
significant multipath [12]; in the RSS case, instead, vari-
ations originate from the spatial selectivity experienced
in indoor environments.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that some additional numer-
ical results (e.g., referring to the robustness of the proposed
statistical models to parametric inaccuracies) have not been
included here for space limitations, but are publicly available
online (see [41]).
D. Complexity of Map-Aware and Map-Unaware Localization
In this Paragraph a brief analysis of the computational
complexity of the MAPBE and MLE is provided. To begin,
we note that the complexity associated with the evaluation
of No(·, ·) is O(Ns) if the shape of map obstructions can
be approximated by Ns segments, since Ns line intersection
tests are involved in such a case. Therefore, the complexity
associated with the evaluation of the map-aware likelihood
f(z|p˜) (see (12)-(13)) is approximately O (N¯s ·Nobs), where
N¯s is the average number of segment intersection tests accom-
plished in processing each of the Nobs observations5. Then,
it can be inferred that the overall computational complexity
of the MAPBE (16) is O (N¯s ·Nobs ·NMAPBEeval ), where NMAPBEeval
denotes the overall number of times the likelihood function
(12) or (13) is computed. Unluckily, the parameter NMAPBEeval
cannot be easily related to the other parameters of the proposed
MAPBE strategy (16), since it is non-linearly related to the
shape of f(z|p˜) (which is non-convex and non-differentiable)
and depends strongly on the exact type of optimization method
employed (see Paragraph IV-A).
As far as the map-unaware MLE (17) is concerned, its
overall complexity can be expressed as O (Nobs ·NMLEeval) since
the complexity associated with the evaluation of the likeli-
hood f(z; p˜) (14)-(15) is O (Nobs); note that NMLEeval denotes
the overall number of times the likelihood function (14) or
(15) is evaluated and, just like NMAPBEeval , it cannot be easily
related to the other parameters of the MLE. The constraint
p˜ ∈ P(Z) appearing in (17) makes even more difficult
obtaining a closed expression for NMLEeval; however, it cannot
be neglected, specially on large maps, because: a) the map-
unaware likelihood functions (14)-(15) are not defined for
p˜ /∈ P(Z); b) even if the likelihood domains are extended
to R2, minima different from the global one are substantially
less likely to be contained in the domain P(Z) than in the
whole R2 space. For these reasons, constrained optimization
methods capable of handling the constraint p˜ ∈ P(Z) must be
selected (eventually employing heuristic approximations; see
Paragraph IV-B).
The considerations illustrated above led us to the conclusion
that an accurate estimation of the computational complexity
of both (16) and (17) requires a mixed analytical/simulative
approach; for more details, the reader is referred to [42],
which provides an in-depth computational complexity analysis
together with reduced-complexity algorithms.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this manuscript novel statistical models for map-aware
indoor localization have been developed. Such models are
based on experimental evidence and, in particular, rely on TOA
UWB and low-frequency narrowband RSS measurements ac-
quired in experimental campaigns. These measurements have
been exploited to a) develop suitable parametric models for
NLOS bias and noise, b) estimate the values of the parameters
5Note that N¯s is non-linearly related to the shape of obstructions, to the
trial agent position and to the anchor positions.
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appearing in such models and c) assess the accuracy of map-
aware localization techniques based on the proposed mod-
els. Our results have evidenced that map-aware localization
techniques may significantly outperform their optimal map-
unaware counterparts, even when state-of-the-art map-unaware
algorithms based on LOS/NLOS detection and mitigation are
considered. Finally, we would like to point out that:
1) The experimental campaign needed to estimate the para-
meters of the proposed model can be accomplished
much more easily than those commonly required by
fingerprinting methods.
2) The likelihoods (12) and (13) and the parameters listed
in Table I can be exploited by localization algorithms
operating in environments different from the ones con-
sidered here, provided that similar conditions (in terms
of bandwidth of localization signals, wall thickness and
composition, etc.) are experienced.
3) Even if the case of a static agent has been taken into
consideration in this manuscript, the application of the
developed models to navigation systems (where a mobile
agent is tracked) is straightforward; for instance, (6) can
be adopted as a measurement model for tracking filters
(e.g., Kalman or particle filters).
APPENDIX
A. Fitting Measurements in the Map-Aware Case
In this paragraph the two steps of the fitting procedure (see
Fig. 6 and paragraph III-D) leading to the models (12) and (13)
and to the parameter values listed in Table I are described.
1) ML Estimation: The first step of the above mentioned
procedure includes three sub-procedures: data modelling, bias
estimation and noise estimation.
Data modelling - Let (m, i) ∈ I denote the link between the
m-th and the i-th measurement sites, where I denotes the the
set of the couples of indices identifying each available link.
We assume that the residual rvs {r(m,i) , z(m,i) − d(m,i)}
follow a Gaussian distribution (see the proposed data model
(6))
f
({
r(m,i)
})
= N (r(m,i);µb,i(pm), σ2b,i(pm) + σ2n,i(pm))
(18)
The validity of the Gaussian assumption (18) has been ana-
lysed resorting to the Anderson-Darling normality test [34],
[43], which relies on the computation of a statistic, commonly
denoted A2∗, and on its comparison with a fixed threshold
γA = 1.159 (if a significance level equal to 0.05 is selected6).
We computed the A2∗ statistic for the sets of measurements{
r(m,i)
}
referring to the RSS radios and associated with the
links crossing 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 walls7 and for these sets it was
found that A2∗ is equal to 0.48, 0.24, 0.26, 0.25, 0.20 and 0.42,
respectively; therefore, the Gaussian assumption (18) can be
deemed valid in all the considered cases.
6The lower the selected significance level, the stronger should be the
evidence required to pass the test. The choice of the significance level is
somewhat arbitrary; however, a level equal to 5% is usually selected for
various applications.
7There were not enough data to run the normality test in the other cases.
Then, the joint pdf of the experimental measurements{
z(m,i)
}
can be put in a useful form if:
1) Statistical independence among different links is as-
sumed.
2) The RSS bias mean µRSSb,i(pm) and RSS/TOA/TDOA bias
variance σ2b,i(pm) are assumed to depend on the number
of obstructions to,(m,i) , No (pm,pi) associated with
the link (m, i), so that µb,i(pm) and σb,i(pm) can
be denoted µb
(
to,(m,i)
)
and σb
(
to,(m,i)
)
, respectively.
Note that to,(m,i) is known at this stage.
3) The noise term σ2n,i(pm) is assumed to depend on the
distance d(m,i) , di(pm); such a dependence can be
assessed estimating the function values {σn,i} associated
with Nd,max , maxi bdmax,i/4c “distance bins”; here 4
represents the distance bin size (in meters) and dmax,i is
the maximum connectivity distance for the i-th anchor
(see Sec. II-B). Then, a staircase approximation for each
of the continuous functions {σn,i(·)} can be adopted;
the values associated with the steps are represented by
the set {σn (t)}Nd,maxt=1 , where σn (t) is the noise standard
deviation referring to the distance values that belong to
the distance bin [t4; (t+1)4]. For this reason, σn,i(pm)
can be denoted σn
(
td,(m,i)
)
, where td,(m,i) is the index
of the distance bin associated with the distance d(m,i)
of the link (m, i) and is known at this stage.
In fact, if the assumptions listed above hold, the joint pdf of{
r(m,i)
}
(18) can be expressed as
f
({
r(m,i)
})
=
∏
(m,i)∈I
N (r(m,i);µb (to,(m,i)) ,
σ2b
(
to,(m,i)
)
+ σ2n
(
td,(m,i)
))
(19)
Bias estimation - Estimates {µˆb(t), σˆb(t)} of the parameters{
µb
(
to,(m,i)
)
, σb
(
to,(m,i)
)}
of (19) can now be evaluated.
This requires processing all the measurements {z(m,i)} such
that to,(m,i) = t, i.e., the set
{
r(m,i)|(m, i) ∈ Ib(t)
}
, with
Ib(t) ,
{
(m, i)|to,(m,i) = t
}
, since this set represents a
sufficient statistic8. The MLE for µb
(
to,(m,i)
)
, given the above
mentioned set, is (see (19))
µˆb(t) , arg max
µ˜
ln f
({
r(m,i), (m, i) ∈ Ib(t)
}
;µb (t) = µ˜
)
=
1
|Ib(t)|
∑
(m,i)∈Ib(t)
r(m,i) (20)
for t = 1, ..., No,max, where No,max is the maximum number of
obstructions affecting the links considered in our measurement
campaign; note that the right-hand side of (20) represents the
sample average of the residuals
{
r(m,i)
}
. Similarly, the MLE
8It is easy to proof the sufficiency of
{
z(m,i)|(m, i) ∈ Ib(n)
}
for the
estimation of µb (n) using the Neyman-Fisher theorem [38, Sec. 5.4] and
assuming that µb (n) is a parameter independent from {µb (m) ,∀m 6= n}.
This assumption is indeed valid at this stage since only after evaluating
regression fits the random quantities {µb (n)} are “linked” together.
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for σb
(
to,(m,i)
)
is given by (see (19))
σˆb(t) , arg max
σ˜
ln f
({
r(m,i), (m, i) ∈ Ib(t)
}
;σb (t) = σ˜
)
= arg min
σ˜
∑
(m,i)∈Ib(t)
{ (
r(m,i) − µb (t)
)2
σ˜2 + σ2n
(
td,(m,i)
)
+2 ln
√
σ˜2 + σ2n
(
td,(m,i)
)}
(21)
for t = 1, ..., No,max. Unluckily, solving the last prob-
lem requires the knowledge of models for µb (t) and for
σ2n
(
td,(m,i)
)
. To circumvent this, we assume that the bias
mean µb (t) is well approximated by its estimate µˆb(t) and
that σn
(
td,(m,i)
) σb (t), so that (21) can be simplified as
σˆb(t) = arg min
σ˜
∑
(m,i)∈Ib(t)
{(
r(m,i) − µˆb(t)
σ˜
)2
+ 2 ln σ˜
}
=
1
|Ib(t)|
∑
(m,i)∈Ib(t)
(
r(m,i) − µˆb(t)
)2
(22)
The last result shows that σˆb(t) is given by a (biased) variance
of the residuals
{
r(m,i)
}
.
Noise estimation - The estimation of the noise standard devi-
ation σn
(
td,(m,i)
)
is based on the set
{
r(m,i)|(m, i) ∈ In(t)
}
with In(t) ,
{
(m, i)|td,(m,i) = t
}
, since this set represents a
sufficient statistic. The MLE is (see (19))
σˆn(t) , arg max
σ˜
ln f
({
r(m,i), (m, i) ∈ In(t)
}
;σn (t) = σ˜
)
= arg min
σ˜
∑
(m,i)∈In(t)
{(
r(m,i) − µb
(
to,(m,i)
))2
σ2b
(
to,(m,i)
)
+ σ˜2
+2 ln
√
σ2b
(
to,(m,i)
)
+ σ˜2
}
(23)
for t = 1, ..., Nd,max. Like in the previous case, we assume that
the bias mean µb
(
to,(m,i)
)
and variance σ2b
(
to,(m,i)
)
are well
approximated by their estimates µˆb
(
to,(m,i)
)
and σˆb
(
to,(m,i)
)
,
so that (23) turns into
σˆn(t) = arg min
σ˜
∑
(m,i)∈In(t)
{(
r(m,i) − µˆb
(
to,(m,i)
))2
σˆ2b
(
to,(m,i)
)
+ σ˜2
+2 ln
√
σˆ2b
(
to,(m,i)
)
+ σ˜2
}
(24)
which, unluckily, cannot be put in a closed form. For this
reason, the last problem has been solved numerically resorting
to the MATLAB fmincon routine.
2) Evaluation of Regression Fits: In the second step of the
procedure illustrated in Fig. 6, the ML estimates acquired in
the first step are processed to extract two LS regression fits,
one for the bias, the other one for the noise model.
Bias model fit - As already discussed in paragraph II-C, in
the TOA/TDOA case a simple linear regression procedure can
be employed for extracting the average parameters tw and r,w
appearing in µb,i(·) (5) from the ML estimates {µˆb(t)}No,maxt=1 .
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Figure 11. Bias mean versus the number of obstructions for RSS meas-
urements. Note that, for each ML estimate µˆb(t) (20), the associated error
bar is inversely proportional to the number of links |Ib(t)| available for its
evaluation.
In the RSS case, instead, the simple linear regression function,
based on experimental evidence (see Fig. 11),
µRSSb,i(p) =
(
µRSSb,0 + µ
RSS
b,mNo (p,p
a
i )
)
uNo (25)
is proposed; here µRSSb,0 and µ
RSS
b,m are expressed in meters and the
factor uNo , u (No (p,pai )) forces µRSSb,i(p) (25) to zero when
No (p,p
a
i ) = 0. Note that the selected model differs from the
AF bias model, characterized by a logarithmic dependence on
No (p,p
a
i ). As far as the standard deviation σb,i(p) of the
TOA bias is concerned, the power-like model
σTOAb,i (p) = σ
TOA
b,0 · (No (p,pai ))β
TOA
b (26)
is proposed; here βTOAb is a dimensionless parameter whereas
σTOAb,0 is expressed in meters. For RSS systems, instead, our
experimental results have evidenced that the bias variance is
mostly constant or even decreases as the number of obstruc-
tions No (p,pai ) gets larger and that the linear model
σRSSb,i(p) = max
{
σRSSb,0 − σRSSb,m ·No (p,pai ) , 0
}
(27)
can be adopted, where both the parameters σRSSb,0 and σ
RSS
b,m are
expressed in meters.
Noise model fit - In various technical papers (e.g., see
[8]) the additive noise term ni(p) is assumed to have the
same variance for all LOS (NLOS) links, regardless of other
factors, like the link distance. This noise model accounts for
the inaccuracy of the algorithm adopted in extrapolating the
observations {zi} in NLOS conditions, but does not account
for the dependence of the performance of such an algorithm
on the SNR. In this work, based on experimental evidence,
we have decided to employ, for both TOA, TDOA and RSS
systems, the model adopted in [9], [13], [14] and expressed
by
σn,i(p) = σn,0 (di(p)/d0)
βn (28)
where σ2n,0 is the noise variance characterizing the transmitter-
receiver distance d0 and βn is the noise path loss exponent.
Finally, substituting (5), (26) and (28) (or (25), (27) and
(28)) in (6) produces (12) (or (13)).
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B. Fitting Measurements in the Map-Unaware Case
A simpler procedure can be adopted for extracting regres-
sion fits in the map-unaware case. Such a procedure consists
of the three steps described below.
Data modelling - On the basis of (7), each of the residuals{
r(m,i)
}
follows a Gaussian distribution, i.e.,
f
({
r(m,i)
})
=
∏
i∈ZLOS
N (r(m,i); 0, σ2n,i(p˜))∏
i∈ZNLOS
N (r(m,i);κb, σ2n,i(p˜) + γ2b ) (29)
or a mixed Gaussian-exponential distribution (9), i.e.,
f
({
r(m,i)
})
=
∏
i∈ZLOS
N (r(m,i); 0, σ2n,i(p˜))∏
i∈ZNLOS
E (zi; 0, νb) (30)
where ZLOS and ZNLOS are known in this fitting phase.
Bias model fit - On the basis of experimental data the model
(29) has been adopted for modelling the RSS measurements
acquired by means of a couple of radio devices operating
at 169 MHz. The model (30), instead, has been employed to
describe the TOA data collected in the Newcom++ database.
The MLEs of the parameters κb and γb appearing in the model
(29) (see Sec. II) are easily shown (using a procedure similar
to that adopted in the bias model fitting for the map-aware
case) to coincide with the sample average and the sample
variance, respectively, of the residuals
{
r(m,i),∀(m, i) ∈ Ip
}
,
where Ip ,
{
(m, i)|to,(m,i) > 0
}
. Similarly, if the model (30)
is used, the MLE of νb coincides with the sample average of
the residuals
{
r(m,i),∀(m, i) ∈ Ip
}
.
Noise model fit - Following the approach adopted in the
map-aware case, the noise is assumed to depend on the link
distance and the ML estimate σˆn(t) of the noise standard
deviation is evaluated for those links identified by a couple of
indices (m, i) such that td,(m,i) = t. Unluckily, no closed-form
solution is available for this estimate, which can be expressed
as (note the similarity with (24))
σˆn(t) = arg min
σ˜
∑
(m,i)∈In(t)
{(
r(m,i) − µb,(m,i)
)2
σ2b,(m,i) + σ˜
2
+2 ln
√
σ2b,(m,i) + σ˜
2
}
(31)
for t = 1, ..., Nd,max. It is also important to mention that
µb,(m,i) and σb,(m,i) are defined as: a) µb,(m,i) , κb and
σb,(m,i) , γb, respectively, if the NLOS bias is modelled
as a Gaussian rv (see (7) and (29)); b) µb,(m,i) , νb and
σb,(m,i) , ν2b , respectively, if the NLOS bias is modelled as
an exponential random variable (see (9) and (30)). In both
cases we have found that the quantities {σˆn(t)} do exhibit a
monotonic dependence on the distance (due to all propagation
mechanisms not accounted for by a map-unaware model);
despite this, the model (28) has been selected as a regression
function for σn,i(p).
Finally, substituting (28) in (7) produces the likelihood func-
tion (15) proposed for map-unaware RSS systems. Similarly,
substituting (28) in (9) yields the likelihood function (14)
referring to map-unaware TOA systems.
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